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MESSAGE FROM THE
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
Amazingly, it is time to start another Master
Gardener Training class. The 1st class is set to begin
on Tuesday, March 6, at 8:30 am. Note the change to
the beginning time; the first half hour will be used to
pass out the class handouts, make announcements
and to discuss distinguishing characteristics of
the plants for that day’s I.D. clinic. The lecture will
begin promptly at 9:00 a.m. Also, note we will be
holding class back at the regular classroom in the
Extension office. Because of space restrictions we
will only have 32 students this year, and will have a
few spaces for veterans who want to take a refresher
course on favorite subjects.
We would suggest that you veterans consult our
web site for the latest schedule of classes (http://
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener) to make sure
of the most recent date of the class you wish to
attend.

Master Gardeners provide public education
in gardening and home horticulture based on
research-based information from Washington
State University Extension.
“Cultivating Plants, People and Communities since 1973”

CALENDAR

As Spring emerges so will some bugs. We are
interested in adding some nice insects to our
collection, so if you find a good specimen, don’t
automatically squash it. Please tenderly care for it
and bring it to the office for identification and to be
added to our insect boxes.
The Grafting Class is to be held on Saturday,
March 17, at Tennant Lake Interpretive Center. This
event is open to the public and, of course, all of our
veterans. If you are looking for a fun time, come join
us.
Hope to see you soon.
~Al McHenry
Cooperating agencies: Washington State University and U.S. Department of Agriculture. Extension programs and employment are available to all without discrimination.
Evidence of noncompliance may be reported through your local Extension Office.

FOUNDATION NOTES
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`TIS THE SEASON

BY FAYE AGNER

First off, I would like to say Thank
you to John VanMiert for all of his
hard work in filling in for me while I
was recuperating. I appreciated all
of his hard and fine work.
We have had a strange year to
put it mildly. We have storm damage
to deal with as well as unseasonably
cold weather along with snow limb
breakage. Do not be too hasty to
cut back your shrubs from storm
damage. Some may surprise you
and come back full of vim and vigor,
so give them a chance.
This is the best time to add
farmyard manure or compost to
the garden as the nutrients will be
present for the new growth. If added
in the autumn a lot of the “goodness”
is leached away over the winter,
particularly the nitrogen. If barn yard
manure is used, it is best if it is well
rotted so it does not burn the new
growth.
Bulbs are up and showing
buds, crocuses are in bloom, a
sure sign that the growing season
approaches.
Many of the flowering trees are
bursting into bud, forsythia and
many others show their bloom.
Weeds are also rampant and need
to be controlled before they spread
seeds. Every weed you pull now
cuts down on the work for the rest
of the season. Lawns are beginning
to need care. If they are spongy
underfoot, you need to do a good job
of thatching to let the lawn breathe
and ready it for the summer.
For those who thought gardening
by the moon was just an old wives
tale, research is showing that
at least some of it makes sense
scientifically.
Since the moon affects the tides
and the atmosphere, therefore
affecting the weather, it only makes
sense that there is a certain rhythm
to weather patterns. And gardeners
are always looking for ways to use
the weather to their advantage.
There are hundreds of rules
to follow in gardening by the
moon—and some of them seem to
contradict each other. But here are
a few general principles to get you
started.
Everyone seems to agree that
the best time to plant vegetables and
flowers that bear fruit and flowers
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener

above ground is when the moon is
waxing—the time between a full and
a new moon.
The lunar cycle can be divided
into quarters, with the first two
quarters occurring when the moon
is waxing and the last two when it’s
waning. Some folks narrow down the
principle we explained even further:
The third quarter is the time to plant
bulbs and below ground crops and
the fourth quarter is a time to rest
or to do non-planting work, such as
weeding.
Whether or not you choose to
believe that the moon influences the
way your garden grows, organizing
your chores into a schedule is a
good idea. And who can disagree
with a plan that even builds in a time
for rest?
To start your begonias, plant the
tubers in a shallow wooden box or
flat, “cup side up”. If you are planning
to pot your begonias, start them
directly in their containers. Plant 1
tuber per 6 inch pot and 3 tubers per
8”-10” pot. If sprouts are broken off,
don’t worry, more will follow.
Use moist peat moss (4 parts)
and vermiculite (1 part) or a prepared
planting mix. Put about 3 inches of
the planting mix in the flat, place the
tubers on the planting mix cup side
up on the planting mix in the flat,
and cover with about ½ inch of the
planting mix and water thoroughly.
Place the flat where it will have
good light, but not in direct sun. The
temperature should be about 65-70
degrees. Keep the mixture moist
to the touch but never soggy. Do
not fertilize during this early growth
stage. Be patient during this starting
period after dormancy, begonias
normally require 2 to 3 weeks to
begin growing. Once they have
started they will grow quickly. When
the sprouts are 3 to 4 inches tall
and have developed their third leaf
they are ready to move outdoors as
long as all danger of frost is passed.
Begonias take about 10 – 12 weeks
from starting until bloom.
Now is the time to plant evergreen
trees and shrubs and other bare
root all through the month of March.
Check on drainage and take steps
to control it before planting your
new treasures. March is the time
for completion of the entire late
spring pruning, such as fruit trees,

raspberries
and
ornamentals.
There is still time to shaping for
other shrubs. Do not prune spring
blooming plants now, but wait until
after the flowering is finished. Don’t
forget to apply the last of your winter
dormant spray
Seeds of tomatoes, peppers
should be started now to be set out
in May. Seeds of annuals, which
take 70-90 days to bloom, should be
started indoors or in a greenhouse
early in March. The quicker maturing
ones, such as marigolds, zinnias,
asters and other that need only 60
days for blooming can be seeded
indoors by the end of March.
Things and stuff: Set out
strawberry plants now. Try to
obtain only certified plants (that is,
plants that are certified resistant
to some diseases) to save you
disappointment of diseases. Now
the time to sow some varieties
of perennials and cool weather
vegetables directly in the prepared
planting area. These include beets,
carrots, lettuce, peas, radishes and
spinach. Seeds of flowering plants
including arabis, columbine, coralbells, delphiniums and veronica may
be seeded directly into the ground.
Remember that standing water
should not be allowed as it attracts
mosquitoes.
Keep the soil moist and give your
fall planted garlic a shot of fishmeal
now, and you will get bigger cloves
in the summer Remember: It’s chic
to reek—eat homegrown garlic!
When making seed starts, don’t
forget the plant sale. It is never too
soon to begin to collect plants and
shrub starts for the sale.
Enjoy your gardening!
Who am I?
I am a Himalayan native useful
as a screen, background plant. I
grow slowly at first, then moderately
fast to 25 feet or more. I am usually
a multi stemmed shrub with arching,
spreading growth and I am usually
as wide as I am high, although with
pruning, I can be kept smaller. If I
am staked and trimmed as a tree,
I will take on an umbrella shape. I
have oblong, leathery leaves up to 6
inches long and have three strongly
marked veins running from the base
to the tip.
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PLANT

OF THE

MONTH:
MEDLAR

BY CHERYLL GREENWOOD KINSLEY

FAMILY: ROSACEAE (ROSE FAMILY)
GENUS: MESPILUS

When two deeply respected,
nicely
seasoned
Master
Gardeners have a conversation
about a little-known plant, you
may be sure I’m going to feature
that plant in this column. When
the two Master Gardeners in
question are John Van Miert and
Gene Montague, that plant is
going to be featured the very next
month. To paraphrase that ancient
advertising line for a brokerage
house: “When Gene and John
talk about plants, people listen.”
So this month, I present to you
the object of their discussions (it
had to do with grafting and if you
want to know more, you must
ask them yourself or come to the
grafting class in March): it is the
plant known as common medlar-which, it turns out, isn’t nearly
so commonly planted in our part
of the world as it is in Europe.
We know that in plant-speak,
“common” doesn’t necessarily
mean “planted everywhere.” It
also doesn’t mean “less special.”
Typically, the word “common”
is applied to plants that exhibit
most markedly the traits shared
by the species of the genus in
question.
The botanical name of the
common medlar is Mespilus
germanica--a plant ignored by
many contemporary, commonly
used books about gardening. I
must add here the caveat that
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I have not yet seen
the newest edition
of Sunset’s Western
Garden Book, and
medlar may be included
in that. Although there
is no mention of it at
www.sunset.com, there
are some signs that it
is being “discovered”
now as a good choice for home
gardens. And it is featured as
an available, suitable, unusual
plant by Raintree Nurseries, a
commercial establishment I can
name here because of its longstanding relationship with WSU
Extension. You may remember
hearing Sam Benowitz speak at
the 2005 Advanced Training.
Mespilus germanica is related
to the pear and occasionally
you will find it listed as Pyrus
germanica--but don’t put any
stock in that name. It is included
by its correct name in older
books, in Phillips & Rix, and in
the PLANTS database. Even
though you might think so from
its species name, which was
awarded by Linnaeus, it’s not
native to Germany. M. germanica

was brought by the Romans from
central Asia to Europe, where it
has naturalized in some locales:
two being Holland and England.
Thomas Jefferson shipped his
medlar from Europe and planted it
at Monticello on March 25, 1771,
after what he hoped would be the
last blustery vestiges of winter
rain, snow, and hail blew through
on March 7. In 1778, he grafted
or planted a few more, and in
1801 he noted the second-year
appearance of “prickly medlar,”
which he recorded as Mespilus
pyracanta. This is the plant
now classified as Pyracantha.
Jefferson could not have known
that many years later, a medlar
native to North America would
be identified. It would be neither
M. germanica nor M. pyracanta,
but another species entirely, the
only other in the genus Mespilus.
That is the plant you’ll read about
in this space in April.
Why Mespilus germanica is
so rarely planted in the United
States today is a bit of mystery.
It is deciduous, hardy to USDA
Zone 5, and it seldom exceeds
15 feet, which makes it nicely
sized for our smaller modern
gardens. It has pretty white
flowers in the spring, similar in
Continue on page 5

The author of our Plant of the Month
feature since 1997, Cheryll is a writer
and an editor and a dedicated Master
Gardener in Whatcom County. Next to the
people in her life, words and plants—their
history, their habits, and their needs—are
her favorite things. When she’s not at
her keyboard, you might find her helping
others learn about gardening or tending
her own small plot—chasing horsetail,
counting ladybugs, and looking for a spot
where she can wedge in just one more
Cryptomeria. You can reach her, if you’d
like, by e-mail: cheryll@cgkwordsmith.
com.
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PLANT OF THE MONTH, CONTINUE FROM PAGE 4
appearance to camellias and gardenias. It is self-fertile and given a rating of 4 (out of 5) for usefulness
by Plants For A Future. It does demand good drainage, but it also appreciates dry summers and acid
soils. It has exceptional fall color. It has edible fruit, which are distinctive enough to be used by medieval,
Renaissance, and Elizabethan poets and playwrights to describe in romantic imagery what botanists
euphemistically term “incipient decay.” In plain language that means the fruit is inedible until it is just one
shade short of rotten. According to The Oxford Companion to Food, the fruit must be “bletted,” or stored
after picking in a bin of moist bran or sawdust. If you’re a fan of American persimmons, you know they
must go through this same process. The fruit starts to ferment and just before it goes over the edge, as
my mother would say, it is eaten raw or made into jelly or medlar “cheese,” with eggs and sugar, similar
to lemon curd.
The flavor of medlar is said by some to be reminiscent of the most
delicious tropical fruit. Others use more harsh words to express their
opinion. Europeans--from the Greeks and to the Scandinavians-appreciated medlar for the prospect of fresh fruit in winter. It was
popular with Victorians, who had a deep appreciation for the slightly
bizarre. They served it still nestled in its bletting-stage bran. That phase
had passed by the time John Van Miert enjoyed eating the fruit, raw
and cooked. He has recipes, if you find yourself planting or grafting
your own medlar tree.
You won’t have to wait long. Medlar is renowned for bearing fruit
early on, while the tree is very young or even the first year that medlar
is grafted onto pear, hawthorn, or quince. You can check with Gene Montague on the progress of his
medlar scion.

POT RECYCLING
Got old plastic pots breeding in your backyard? Want to get rid
of them, and do it responsibly?
Bring them to the Master Gardener Plant Sale, Saturday, May 12, from 9:00 a.m.
– 2:00 p.m. at Hovander Homestead Park in Ferndale.
Master Recycler/Composters will direct you to the station where there are large,
labeled bags. You sort pots for size and number and place into proper bag. Pots will
travel to Oregon and be turned into fence posts.
We will accept:
• Plastic planting pots or trays - Only!
• Dirt free, empty pots
• No garbage
• No plastic bags

This is ONE DAY only, Saturday, May 12 from 9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener
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WHATCOM WEEDS:
MYRTLE SPURGE – EUPHORBIA MYRSINITES
BY LAUREL BALDWIN

THREAT: Myrtle spurge, also
known as donkey tail or creeping
spurge, is a native to Eurasia. It
was introduced to North America
as an ornamental and is often
used in rock gardens. This plant
has escaped cultivation in some
areas, invading disturbed, welldrained areas. Myrtle spurge is
poisonous if digested, causing

nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
Additionally, the milky sap can
cause swelling, redness and
blistering of the skin, and, irritation
to the eyes. Myrtle spurge is
usually spread by seed, although
root fragments can also produce
new plants.
DESCRIPTION: Myrtle spurge
is a biennial or perennial. The plant
grows from a taproot, with new
stems emerging in early spring and
dying back in the winter. Myrtle
spurge has trailing stems, growing
close to the ground. Stems and
leaves are fleshy and
grayish-green in color, and
the leaves are attached to
the stems in close spirals.
Inconspicuous flowers, with
showy yellowish bracts, are
borne in clusters at the ends
of the stems. Flowering
occurs in March and April.
Like other euphorbias, the
plant contains a milky sap.

Plants can grow up to 8-12 inches
high and 12-18 inches in width.
MANAGEMENT OPTIONS:
Myrtle spurge can be controlled
through chemical and mechanical
means. Small infestations can be
hand pulled or dug. As much root
as possible should be removed
and the area should be monitored
in future years to prevent
reinfestation. Care should be taken
to prevent the sap from contacting
skin or eyes. Contact the weed
control board for site-specific
chemical recommendations

Laurel Baldwin can be reached through the Whatcom County Noxious Weed Control Board. 901 W. Smith Road,
Bellingham, WA 98226. Phone: 360.354.3990 http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/publicworks/weeds
__________________________________________________________________________________________

ANSWER TO “WHO AM I?”, July 2006
Penstemons.

WHATCOM EXTENSION WATERSHED MASTER/BEACH WATCHER PROGRAM
The WSU Whatcom Extension Watershed Master/Beach Watcher Program invites you to celebrate
spring in Whatcom County by getting out, getting informed, and getting involved! Join us as we explore
our beaches, streams, forests, and agricultural lands. You’ll learn about our marine biology, coastal
geology, wildlife, urban growth, and local issues from an objective, scientific point-of-view. In exchange
for 100 hours of FREE instruction, you’ll return 100 hours of volunteer service working on projects of
your choice. The training runs from April 3 to May 25, Tuesdays and Fridays from 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
in Bellingham. Space is limited and applications are being accepted now. For more information and an
application please call Cheryl Lovato Niles at 360.676.6736, email clniles@wsu.edu, or visit the WSU
Whatcom Extension website: http://whatcom.wsu.edu/environ/water/bw.htm.
“There is no pleasure quite like the satisfaction of making a difference.”
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Trees for Streams . . .
A TREE GIVE-AWAY!
55,000 trees placed since 2001

Healthy
Streams…

Neighbor
To
Neighbor!

THE LAST THREE SATURDAYS IN MARCH
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Pick up at BelleWood Acres, 231 Ten Mile Road
(Half way between Bellingham and Lynden, ¼ mile off the Guide)

FREE one-year nursery trees for planting along your
stream, river, lake, pond or wetland.
Western red cedar, Sitka spruce, and Douglas fir have been grown
by local farmers to help improve water quality in Whatcom County.
Take home what you can plant that weekend, then come back for more.
Make plans now!
Help will be provided to wrap the trees and load your vehicle.
Written planting instructions will be available.
Approximately 6,000 trees need a home!
Made possible by a partnership with FARMERS GROWING TREES FOR SALMON,
PUD #1, Washington Dept. of Ecology, Whatcom CD and Whatcom County.

For information and large orders: 398-9187
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener
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